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Oracle 10g Developing Media Rich ApplicationsDigital Press, 2006
Integrating Multimedia features in databases in one of the most important new applications in the last 20 years     

       Oracle 10g Developing Media Rich Applications is focused squarely on database administrators and programmers as the foundation of multimedia database applications. With the release of Oracle8 Database in 1997,...
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Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) SecurityDigital Press, 2004
"Voice Over Internet Protocol Security is both unique and timely.  Ransome and Rittinghouse expertly describe the technical fundamentals, salient business drivers, and converged network infrastructure security risks and challenges IT and security professionals encounter when implementing enterprise-level VoIP systems." - William M....
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Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Essential Resource for Oracle DBAs--Fully Updated and Expanded
Manage a flexible, highly available Oracle database with help from the expert information contained in this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Fully revised to cover every new feature and utility, Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook shows how to perform a new...
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Internet Strategy: The Road to Web Services SolutionsIRM Press, 2005
Internet Strategy: The Road to Web Services Solutions reminds readers that several attempts have been made to convince the world that DOT.COM was developed to take over businesses, and the traditional way of creating businesses and running organizations would be condemned to the past. One of those attempts led to the Application Service Provision...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Patterns in Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2006
Our fascination with new technologies is based on the assumption that more powerful automation will overcome human limitations and make our systems 'faster, better, cheaper,' resulting in simple, easy tasks for people. But how does new technology and more powerful automation change our work?  Research in Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) looks at...
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Excel Best Practices for Business: Covers Excel 2003, 2002, and 2000For Dummies, 2003
Everything you need to know about    

	Implementing the new XML features in Spreadsheet Portals and Web Services
	Auditing spreadsheets provided by third parties
	Making spreadsheets accessible to individuals with disabilities
	Performing spreadsheet makeovers
	Constructing...
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Data Mining in Public and Private Sectors: Organizational and Government Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	Data mining has developed rapidly and has become very popular in the past two decades, but actually has
	its origin in the early stages of IT, then being mostly limited to one-dimensional searching in databases.
	The statistical basis of what is now also referred to as data mining has often been laid centuries ago. In
	corporate...
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Human computer Interaction And Management Information Systems: Foundations (Advances in Management Series)M.E. Sharpe, 2006
"Human-Computer Interaction and Management Information Systems: Foundations" offers state-of-the-art research by a distinguished set of authors who span the MIS and HCI fields. The original chapters provide authoritative commentaries and in-depth descriptions of research programs that will guide 21st century scholars, graduate students,...
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Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Managers do not have the luxury of abdicating participation in information
	systems decisions.Managers who choose to do so risk limiting their future business
	options. Information systems are at the heart of virtually every business interaction,
	process, and decision, especially when one considers the vast penetration of the
	Web in the...
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Stem Cells And Myocardial Regeneration (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2006

	Over the past 5 years there has been great excitement and controversy in the scientific, financial, and lay literature for the potential of stem cell-based strategies for the prev- tion and treatment of chronic heart failure (CHF). Not that long ago we believed we were born with a set number of cardiac myocytes and that once damaged there was...
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Research in Systems Analysis and Design: Models and Methods: 4th SIGSAND/PLAIS EuroSymposium 2011Springer, 2012

	Systems analysis and design (SAND) has been the central field of research and
	education in the area of management information systems (MIS) or, as it is
	called more frequently in Europe, business informatics, almost from the time
	of its origins. SAND continuously attracts the attention of both academia and
	business. The rapid progress...
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Meaning and Mystery: What It Means To Believe in GodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
Meaning and Mystery offers a challenge to the way Philosophy has traditionally approached the issue of belief in God as a theoretical problem, proposing instead a form of reflection more appropriate to the practical nature of the issue.

	Makes use of abundant illustrative material, from both literature, such as Les...
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